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About This Game

Black Ice is a Hack and Shoot – a Cyberpunk First-Person Shooter / Hack & Slash RPG about hacking. Think Borderlands
meets Tron. The cyber-world is procedurally generated, the colors are neon, the loot is randomized, and the lasers are loud.

Black Ice is currently in Beta, with updates on the way.

Features

Fast-paced First Person Combat

Billions of randomly generated items - Railguns! Rocket shotguns! Jetpacks!

Seamless online multiplayer [Disabled in Demo!]

A beautiful, procedurally-generated neon world

Extremely open development

A wonderful original soundtrack by experienced composer V-Axys

Award-winning, addictive gameplay with high replay value

Mod Support
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Photosensitive Mode

The Promise:

Every update for free

Zero microtransactions. This game will only ever cost you money once

Zero DRM

No copyright takedowns on Let's Play videos

Bug fixes will always be high priority

Price

Black Ice is only this cheap for a limited time! This is an early access price, the cost will increase as more features are added.
Black Ice will sell for $20 at launch. Additional updates will continue post-launch and for the foreseeable future.

I hope you're not afraid of spiders.
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Super Duper Garrett Cooper
Publisher:
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black ice demo

After playing the demo I can say that this game has potential. Needs work but if it gets some more meat on it's bones it could be
a decent game.. Now I want say this review may change as the game gets further in development. So keep that in mind as you
read this.

Visually the game is really well done, the environments work perfectly in the Tron like world you,re supposed to be in. The
enemies also look really good and work with the astetic,

The music is also good, it gets a bit repetative, but nothing that gets annoying. It has a nice techno\/synth sound to it that works
really well with the game. The only draw back is the actual sound effects in the game, all the guns sound flat and underpowered,
with many sound effects reused. Now this is an early access game so it's very possible these are just place holders and will
improve over time.

Gameplay wise is where things kind of fall flat. You walk up to a cube, press the hack button, kill attacking enemies, and the
move on to the next geometric shape. After an extended time, i did not find any variety in the gameplay. It all appears the same
with the only variaton is the number and color of enemies.

I think this game has a good, base to start, but could use some work to make it worth a buy.

Right now I can't reccomend it, but I will be keeping an eye on it. I think it could become something good.
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